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Introduction: Maternal care in marine decapods involves eggs caring in the brood

compartment until the larvae hatch. This behavior mainly allows embryo mass

oxygen supply, ensuring healthy embryonic development. The present study

aimed to analyze the effect of different sound sources (anthropogenic and

biologic) and their temporal patterns (low and high rate: 1 min of the sound

stimulus + 5 min of silence and 1 min of the sound stimulus + 1 min of silence,

respectively) on the maternal care of the key crab species, Neohelice granulata.

Methods: In the laboratory, three acoustic stimuli were played back: an artificial

white noise (10 Hz – 20 kHz), and two sounds obtained from the crabs´ natural

habitat, motorboat passages and biological signals from a crabs’ predator fish.

Three behavioral variables were quantified: still position, and two maternal care

behaviors: abdominal flapping and chelae probing.

Results: Results demonstrated that the high rate anthropogenic stimuli, white noise

and motorboat, affected all behavioral variables, increasing the still position and

diminishing the maternal care behaviors. Otherwise, the predatory stimulus did not

affect the still position although diminished the maternal care behaviors (high rate).

Discussion: The different behavioral response depending on the sound stimuli may

indicate that crabs distinguish sound sources. The anthropogenic noise is

suggested to cause distraction that is linked to the increased still position, while

the predator stimulus would be associated with an alert behavior not affecting the

locomotion behavior. The sound stimuli effect on the maternal care behavior

revealed a negative effect that potentially could affect offspring survival. This is

important considering the ecosystem engineering function of the studied key crab

species. The reduction of the noise emission pattern rate is suggested as a

mitigation action to diminish sound impact effects in the crab’s natural habitat.

The study contributes the first to assessing the effect of different sound sources on

the maternal care behavior of a crustacean species.
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Introduction

Aquatic ecosystems are composed of a combination of sounds

produced by animals (biophonies), physical agents (geophonies) and

human activities (anthropophonies) which defines the soundscape

(Pijanowski et al., 2011). These particular mixtures of sounds reflect

the ecological pattern and processes of specific aquatic environments

(Matsinos et al., 2008; Ceraulo et al., 2018). The complexity of the

biophony component is directly related to the structure of the animal

community (Kennedy et al., 2010).

Among biophonies, the sound production in crustaceans is well

known. Species of more than 20 families of aquatic, semiterrestrial

and terrestrial crustaceans are described to produce sound through

substrate-borne vibrations and air/water-borne sound (Nakamachi

et al., 2021). Specifically, in marine decapods, sound production is

related to different communicative behaviors such as defensive

(Clayton, 2005; Patek et al., 2009; Buscaino et al., 2011; Goh et al.,

2019; Roberts, 2021), mating (Buscaino et al., 2015; Filiciotto et al.,

2019; Flood et al., 2019), orientation (Stanley et al., 2012; Sal Moyano

et al., 2021) and agonistic interactions (Boon et al., 2009; Goh et al.,

2019; Taylor et al., 2019; Ceraulo et al., 2022). Despite the diverse

decapod sound signals described and their associated behaviors,

much less known is the effect of biologic sound signals (e.g. from

predators) on the behavior. Very few studies were conducted on this

topic, in fact, three studies in vertebrates (fishes: Luczkovich et al.,

2000; Remage-Healey et al., 2006; whales: Miller et al., 2022) and only

two in invertebrates that tested the effect of predatory sounds on the

feeding and locomotion behavior of crabs (Hughes et al., 2014;

Snitman et al., 2022). Sound is characterized by the pressure

variation and the displacement of the particles of the medium in

which the same sound is propagating (i.e. particle motion). Regarding

the sensitivity of decapod crustaceans, diverse sensory

mechanoreceptors such as statocysts, chordotonal organs and setae

were described to be involved in the detection of substrate vibrations

and sound particle motion (Popper et al., 2001). A variety of studies

demonstrated that decapods appear more sensitive to low frequency

acoustic stimuli resulting from the particle motion (see Roberts and

Elliott, 2017, and references therein).

Among anthropophonies, the sound caused by different human

sources (e.g. shipping, pile driving, seismic surveys) is considered a

global pollutant adding noise to ecosystems and masking natural

sounds (Clark et al., 2009; Ceraulo et al., 2018). Impacts on marine

animals are known to depend on noise intensity and temporal

patterns of exposure (Popper et al., 2014; Blom et al., 2019). The

effect of anthropogenic sound on marine mammals and fishes is well

studied (e.g. see reviews: Slabbekoorn et al., 2010; Erbe et al., 2016),

while much fewer studies were conducted in invertebrates and,

especially, in crustaceans. Those studies focused on crustaceans

include anthropogenic noise effects on behavioral (predatory: Chan

et al., 2010; Nousek-McGregor and Mei, 2016; predatory and

foraging: Wale et al., 2013; locomotion and activity: Solan et al.,

2016; Snitman et al., 2022) and physiological (Celi et al., 2015;

Filiciotto et al., 2016) traits. However, no previous studies were

conducted on crustaceans to test the effect of anthropogenic sound

on behaviors that involve a direct impact on fitness, such as maternal

care with important consequences in the offspring survival. In

contrast, the effect of noise on parental care behavior was
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
demonstrated in fishes (Picciulin et al., 2010; Nedelec et al., 2016;

Nedelec et al., 2017; McCloskey et al., 2020; Nedelec et al., 2022).

Parental or maternal care includes all parental traits that enhance

offspring fitness (Trumbo, 2012). Maternal care is widespread among

many animal taxa. These care traits are associated with an

evolutionary response to physically harsh environments, involving a

selective advantage (Clutton-Brock, 1991). Parental care controls for

physicochemical stress produced by, for example, abiotic factors such

as temperature, anoxia and salinity (Clutton-Brock, 1991). In

crustacean marine decapods, maternal behaviors involve the care of

the eggs that females carry in their brood compartment until the

hatching of eggs and larvae is released (Diesel, 1992). This behavior is

related to the supply of oxygen to the embryo mass, exhibiting active

brooding comportment directed towards their ventilation (Fernández

and Brante, 2003). Oxygen limitation in the center of the embryo

mass usually occurs given the large number of eggs (Strathmann and

Strathmann, 1995). Moreover, oxygen availability varies throughout

embryonic development in response to embryo oxygen demands: low

oxygen consumption in early stages while high in late stages (Naylor

and Taylor, 1999; Fernández et al., 2000). Decapod females can assess

the oxygen consumption of the embryos and modify the brooding

behavior according to the embryos’ oxygen demands (Baeza &

Fernández, 2002; Fernández and Brante, 2003). Since females

provide the oxygen to the egg mass, their behavior is a critical

factor during embryonic development, given that oxygen limitation

was demonstrated to influence survival, growth rate and size of eggs

and hatching larvae (Palumbi and Johnson, 1982; Strathmann and

Strathmann, 1995; Baeza and Fernández, 2002).

In addition to ventilating and providing oxygen to the embryo

mass, maternal behaviors allow cleaning and elimination of

metabolites, avoiding microbial infections during egg development

(Clutton-Brock, 1991). Besides, maternal care allows protection of

eggs from predators or adverse abiotic conditions (i.e. temperature,

salinity) (Strathmann, 1985; Thiel, 1999).

Decapod females show active maternal behaviors, being the

abdominal flapping the most recognized behavior (Fernández and

Brante, 2003; Silva et al., 2007). Other less frequent maternal care

behaviors involve standing (raised body), chela and pereiopods

probing (females introduced the chela/dactyls of the pereiopods

into the embryo mass) (Baeza and Fernández, 2002). Abdominal

flapping is currently related to increase the oxygen availability while

chelae/pereiopod probing is associated with the assessment of oxygen

conditions in the embryo mass (Baeza and Fernández, 2002;

Fernández and Brante, 2003).

Neohelice granulata is a varunid semiterrestrial crab considered a

key crab species in the intertidal zone of estuaries, salt marshes and

mangroves of the South-western Atlantic Ocean, being distributed

from San Jose Gulf, northern Patagonia, Argentina (42°82´S; 64°83´

W), to Lagoa Araruama, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (22°85´S; 42°85´W)

(Spivak et al., 2019). The Mar Chiquita coastal lagoon is a wetland

located in the Buenos Aires Province, Argentina (37°40′ S, 57°23′ W)

declared as a Man and the Biosphere Reserve (MAB) by UNESCO,

conforming to the UNESCO World Network of Biosphere Reserves.

In this lagoon, N. granulata is a dominant species used as a model

study given the great diversity of publications conducted on several

topics of its physiology, ecology and behavior (see Luppi and

Rodriguez, 2020; Rodriguez and Luppi, 2020). Moreover, this crab
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is considered a key species and an ecosystem engineer because of its

burrowing activity that regulates the estuarine ecosystem functioning

(Gutiérrez et al., 2006).

The Mar Chiquita coastal lagoon soundscape was previously

characterized, describing particular temporal and spatial patterns of

anthropogenic (motorboat passages) and biologic (fish and

crustaceans) sounds (Ceraulo et al., 2020). Particularly, a study

revealed that motorboat passages affected the reproductive call rate

of a fish species (Ceraulo et al., 2021). The sound production in N.

granulata was recently reported, characterizing the specific signals

and the associated reproductive behavior (Filiciotto et al., 2019; Sal

Moyano et al., 2019). In addition, current studies demonstrated the

effect of artificial and habitat anthropogenic and biological sounds on

the physiological stress and locomotion behavior of this species

(Filiciotto et al., 2018; Snitman et al., 2022). The maternal care

behaviors in N. granulata were previously characterized (Silva et al.,

2007). However, no earlier studies evaluated the effect of sound

signals on the maternal care traits of this species.

In this context, the present study aimed to analyze the effect of

different sound sources: anthropogenic (motorboat passages obtained

from the crab habitat and an artificial white noise) and biologic from a

crabs’ predator (fish), considering two temporal patterns of emission

(low and high rate), on the maternal care behaviors of N. granulata.
Material and methods

Origin and collection of experimental
subjects

Ovigerous female crabs were collected manually from the field,

the Mar Chiquita Coastal Lagoon. Following Silva et al. (2007),

ovigerous females in a late stage of embryonic development were

selected given that the frequency of maternal care is increased as egg

hatching is closer. Similar-sized females ranging from 22.5 to

26.5 mm of carapace width were used due to the brooding

behavior is associated with body size (Fernández et al., 2006).

Females were transported to the laboratory and acclimated in

natural seawater aquaria (30 × 35 × 25 cm, 26 L capacity, filled

with 3 L), at a density of four crabs/aquarium, under a controlled

photoperiod of 14:10 h, and continuous aeration. The ambient room

temperature was 23.5 ± 2°C. Individuals were fed daily with rabbit

pellet food and water was changed after feeding. Crabs were

maintained for a maximum of one week in the laboratory and

then replaced by fresh animals.
Experimental system

A circular experimental PVC tank (1.2 m diameter and 1.5 m

depth) filled with seawater at a depth of 1.2 m was used. A subaquatic

video camera (Barlus, UW-S2Z-CX10 model, connected to an NVR

IP 16 channels, Hikvision, DS-7616NI-Q1 model) was placed on the

top and center of the tank to allow visualization of the entire tank’s

bottom surface. An underwater loudspeaker (Model UW30, Lubell

Labs Inc., USA, Rated Frequency Response between 100 Hz - 10 kHz)

connected to a Power Amplifier (Model APXII-300, American Pro,
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230V, 50 Hz, China) plugged into the stereo output of a laptop was

located suspended 40 cm from the bottom and 10 cm from the tank

lateral wall.
Acoustic stimuli selection

Three acoustic stimuli were used: white noise (bandwidth range of

10 Hz – 20 kHz), and two sound stimuli acquired from the natural

habitat of the crab, Mar Chiquita Coastal Lagoon, obtained from a

previous soundscape study of the lagoon (Ceraulo et al., 2020). The

white noise stimulus was digitally created using the wgn Matlab-

function “wgn”. The natural habitat acoustic stimuli belonged to

biologic sounds produced by the black drum fish (Pogonias courbina)

and anthropogenic sounds emitted by motorboat passages. The fish P.

courbina is a predatory species of N. granulata (Blasina et al., 2010)

and emits choruses during the reproductive period (Ceraulo et al.,

2020). To isolate the fish signals and avoid the co-presence of diverse

sources of soundscape components, a specific 1000 Hz low-pass filter

was applied to the fish selected files, while no filters were applied to

motorboat passage signals.

For the selection of motorboat passages files, only passes with

burst broadband noise (frequency below and above 700 Hz, C type-

class, see Ceraulo et al., 2021) were used given that this type of noise

was demonstrated to be the most intense and frequent in the lagoon

(Ceraulo et al., 2021). From the dataset, 30-100 sec duration files were

selected from different days and hours (N total = 45). Playlists were

constructed by randomly choosing four different files. All playlists

had a similar total duration. For fish stimulus, black drum choruses

containing a high number of signals (more than 200 in the original

dataset, Ceraulo et al., 2020) were selected from the dataset and one-

min duration files from different days and hours were chosen (N total

= 10). Each playlist consisted of only one file.

For each stimulus (motorboat, white noise and fish), two patterns

of emission were considered: low and high rates. In the high rate

pattern, playlists contained 1 min of the sound stimulus + 1 min of

silence; while in the low rate one, playlists contained 1 min of the

sound stimulus + 5 min of silence. For the stimuli obtained from the

habitat (motorboat and fish), both conditions of temporal patterns

were selected as proxies of the lagoon mouth soundscape during the

warm season: high rate motorboat passes on weekend days while low

rate during weekdays; and high rate fish choruses during peak hours

(sunset: 19:00 to 21:00 h) while low rate fish choruses in the rest of the

day given that these signals showed a strong daily circadian pattern.

Ten different playlists for each stimulus (motorboat and fish) and

pattern of emission (low and high rate) were constructed. A control

without sound was used. Thus, six treatments were conducted: (1) low

rate motorboat, (2) high rate motorboat, (3) low rate white noise, (4)

high rate white noise, (5) low rate fish, (6) high rate fish, and a control

without sound.
Acoustic analysis

To test the experimental system, a calibrated hydrophone (model

Reson TC4013, with a sensitivity response of -211 ± 3 dB re 1V/mPa
between a wide frequency range of 1 Hz and 150 kHz) coupled with a
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preamplifier (1-MHz bandwidth single-ended voltage and a high-pass

filter set at 10 Hz, 20 dB gain, Avisoft Bioacoustics), connected to a

digital acquisition card (Avisoft UltraSoundGate 116h) managed by

the Avisoft Recorder USGH software (Avisoft Bioacoustics) was

located in the center of the PVC tank at a depth of 20 cm from the

bottom. The acoustic stimuli and tank background noise were

acquired at the sampling frequency of 100 kHz with 16-bit

resolution and analyzed by the Avisoft-SASLab Pro software

(Avisoft Bioacoustics). Figure 1 shows the spectrogram and the

sound pressure level (Lp,rms dB re 1µPa) of an example of a

motorboat, white noise and fish playlist. The power spectrum of the

playlists with a high rate emission temporal pattern for the three

stimuli is shown in Figure 2. The peak frequency for motorboat, white

noise and fish stimuli were 3442 Hz (amplitude 130 dB re 1µPa),

6177 Hz (126 dB re 1µPa) and 195 Hz (121 dB re 1µPa), respectively.
Experimental protocol

A female was randomly taken from the maintenance aquaria and

located in the center of the PVC tank using a net. After a 10 min

habituation period in the experimental tank, the video recording

started and the experiment began. The total experiment duration was

60 min, divided into two phases of 30 min each: the “before phase”
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
without sound exposure, and the “test phase” with sound exposure

when the different stimuli were played back. At the end of the

experiment, both the transducer and video recording were turned

off and the crab returned to different maintenance aquaria. Ten

replicates for the control (no sound stimulus was emitted in any of

the two phases) and per treatment (N = 6: low rate motorboat, high

rate motorboat, low rate white noise, high rate white noise, low rate

fish, high rate fish; without sound exposure in the before phase and

under stimuli exposure in the test phase), were performed (N total =

70). For each replicate of the different treatments, a distinct playlist

was randomly assigned and played back. Each female was used in only

one trial to meet the assumption of experimental independence.
Behavioral observations

Following Silva et al. (2007), two maternal care behaviors were

recognized: “abdominal flapping” (females moved the abdomen

forwards and backwards beating rhythmically the egg mass) and

“chela probing” (females used one or both chela to pierce the egg

mass, sometimes taking and carrying particles to the mouth). The

time duration (sec) of the two different maternal behaviors displayed

by ovigerous females, flapping and probing, was considered. Both

maternal behaviors were observed to occur while the female was
FIGURE 1

Spectrograms and sound pressure level (Lp,rms dB re 1µPa) of 30 min duration of a playlist example of the different stimuli: motorboat, white noise and
fish (8192 samples of FFT size, Hann window and signal superposition of 50%, Linear frequency scale).
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walking or when she stopped locomotion. For the statistical analysis,

the flapping was considered individually and, jointly with the probing

and named generally “maternal care”. The time in which females were

observed still (without walking or moving the pereiopods nor the

chelae) for 5 sec or longer was also quantified and considered as a

“still” position. The duration in which the three behavioral variables

were displayed (flapping, flapping + probing = maternal care, still

position) was quantified in each phase (without sound exposure and

with sound exposure) for each of the six treatments and the control.
Statistical analysis

Models with Poisson error distribution were fitted given that the

nature of the data were counts (in seconds) of different behavioral
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
variables. The residuals patterns and overdispersion were examined

using the function testUniformity() and testDispersion() from the

DHARMa package (Hartig, 2018). In all the cases, model validation of

the residuals was applied to verify that underlying statistical

assumptions were not violated. When overdispersion was detected,

it was corrected incorporating an extra overdispersion parameter

using a quasi-Poisson distribution (Ver Hoef and Boveng, 2007).

Thus, to each behavioral variable quantified (still position, maternal

care and flapping) in both before and test phases, a quasi-Poisson

generalized linear model (GLM) with log link (See Zuur et al., 2009)

was used to test the effects of the diverse stimuli (levels: low and high

rate motorboat, low and high rate white noise, low and high rate fish).

Finally, in the test phase, posthoc mean comparisons between the

control and the low and high rate levels of each behavioral variable

were conducted using an interaction means test in the “emmeans”
FIGURE 2

Power spectrum of all playlists with a high rate emission pattern of the motorboat, white noise and fish stimuli (FFT size 4096, hamming window,
resolution 24.4 Hz).
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package (Lenth et al., 2018). All statistical analyses were performed in

R 3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016). A diagram of the experimental design

used is shown in Figure 3.
Results

In the “before phase”, no differences were found between the

control and the different treatments (group of animals intended to test

the diverse stimuli in the test phase) for any of the three behavioral

variables quantified (still position: c2 = 8.52, df = 6, P = 0.2024;

maternal care: c2 = 11.397, df = 6, P = 0.07686; flapping: c2 = 8.687, df

= 6, P = 0.192).

When analyzing the “test phase”, differences were encountered in

the crab’s response when exposed to the anthropogenic stimuli for all

variables: the sound stimuli increased (both low and high rate

motorboat, and high rate white noise) the still position while

diminished the maternal care and flapping (high rate motorboat

and white noise) compared to the control without sound stimuli

(Table 1, Figure 4). In the case of the motorboat treatment, the effect

on the still position was greater given that both patterns of emission

boosted this behavioral variable. In the fish treatment, no differences

were found in the still position (low and high rate), while the high rate

pattern reduced the maternal care and flapping behaviors compared

to the control (Table 1, Figure 4).

Consequently, differences among the behavioral response

depending on the sound stimuli source were found: both

anthropogenic stimuli increased the still position and diminished

the frequency of the maternal behaviors; while fish predatory stimulus

only reduced the maternal care behaviors in the high rate emission

pattern but not the still position. Behavioral observations

demonstrated that when the predatory stimulus started, the crab

locomotion was interrupted for a few seconds (2-3) and immediately

restored (75% of the cases considering the total number of replicates,

low and high rate, N = 20); while when anthropogenic stimuli began,
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
the crabs stopped walking and stayed for several seconds (>5) in still

position (motorboat: 85%, white noise: 90%).
Discussion

Maternal care in decapods is directly related to the egg mass

oxygen provision and healthy embryonic development having vital

ecological consequences on the offspring’s fitness. This study is the

first to assess the effect of different artificial and habitat sound sources

(anthropogenic and biologic) on the maternal care behavior of a

crustacean species, the key crab Neohelice granulata. Results revealed

a negative effect of sounds on maternal care traits. The high rate

pattern of sound emission showed negative effects on the studied

behaviors compared to the low rate one. Besides, the study

demonstrates that this crab species is behaviorally responding

differently according to the diverse sound stimuli, thus, it may be

distinguishing sound sources. In this sense, only anthropogenic

stimuli boosted the still position, suggesting a distraction effect,

while the predatory stimulus may elicit an alert behavior without

affecting the locomotion pattern. In addition, results are discussed in

the context of the ecological importance of the crab species and

the habitat.

The diverse sound stimuli emitted in the present study

demonstrated that distinct sound sources elicited different

behavioral responses: all stimuli, anthropogenic (motorboat

passages, both high and low rate temporal patterns, and high rate

white noise) and biological from a crab´s predator (high rate) reduced

the maternal care behaviors, but only the first ones (white noise and

motorboat passages) increased the still position of crabs. The similar

response of crabs to white noise and motorboat stimuli (although the

motorboat stimulus had a greater effect given that the low rate pattern

also reduced the still position) could be due to the non-discrimination

between them given that their peak frequency is higher than the

known crustacean’s sensitivity (see Roberts and Elliott, 2017). The
FIGURE 3

Diagram of the experimental design used showing both phases, before and test, with the control and six levels (low and high rate motorboat, low and
high rate white noise, low and high rate fish) in each phase. For each phase, a GLM was performed. In the test phase, the six red arrows represent the
posthoc comparisons between the control and levels. The same design was applied for the three behavioral variables (still position, maternal care
(flapping + probing) and flapping).
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reduced locomotion in N. granulata, when exposed to different

anthropogenic sound sources, was previously described (Filiciotto

et al., 2018; Snitman et al., 2022). Similarly, several studies conducted

on decapods found reduced locomotion, a resting time increased or a

response behavior (antipredator) diminished, in the presence of

motorboat noise (Chan et al., 2010; Wale et al., 2013; Filiciotto

et al., 2016; Nousek-McGregor and Mei, 2016; Solan et al., 2016).

Considering the effect of biological sounds from predators, a study

conducted in crabs demonstrated that reduced the feeding behavior

(Hughes et al., 2014), in cetaceans diminished the foraging behavior

(Miller et al., 2022), and in fishes affected the mating choruses and

calling rates (Luczkovich et al., 2000; Remage-Healey et al., 2006). A

study performed in N. granulata, showed reduced locomotion in the

presence of predatory sounds from a fish and a crab (Snitman et al.,

2022). In contrast, in the present study, the still position was not

affected by predatory fish stimulus, although diminished the

frequency of the maternal care behaviors displayed. The fact that
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
distinct sound sources, anthropogenic and biologic, affected

differently the still position (increased when exposed to

anthropogenic stimuli and with no effect under fish stimulus

exposure) may indicate that each stimulus promote a diverse

behavioral response.

On one hand, anthropogenic stimuli may be associated with a

distraction or confusion effect that would be linked with the increased

still position (and reduced maternal care): immediately after hearing

these stimuli, crabs were observed to stop locomotion for several

seconds, retarding their return to the previous locomotion pattern.

This retarded response or distracted behavior might imply an

ecological disadvantage given crabs may be exposed to risks such as

a predator attack. The distraction effect of ship noise disrupting the

information gathering ability of animals was previously proposed to

occur in hermit crabs (Yim-Hol Chan et al., 2010; Tidau and Briffa,

2019). On the other hand, predatory fish sounds might be related to

elicit an alert behavior that could be explained by the observed
TABLE 1 Results of the GLM of the “Test phase”, showing the effects of the sound stimuli (motorboat, white noise, and fish) and both temporal emission
patterns of sound (low and high rate) on the time duration (sec) of the different behavioral variables quantified (still position, maternal care (flapping +
probing), and flapping).

TEST PHASE

c2 df P

Behavioral variable: Still position

Factor Time duration of behavioral variable 42.54 6 < 0.001

Posthoc
Control vs

Low rate motorboat < 0.001

High rate motorboat < 0.01

Low rate white noise 0.06

High rate white noise 0.011

Low rate fish 0.84

High rate fish 0.819

Behavioral variable: Maternal care

Factor Time duration of behavioral variable 13.07 6 0.041

Posthoc
Control vs

Low rate motorboat 0.106

High rate motorboat 0.019

Low rate white noise 0.186

High rate white noise 0.019

Low rate fish 0.686

High rate fish 0.015

Behavioral variable: Flapping

Factor Time duration of behavioral variable 15.76 6 0.015

Posthoc
Control vs

Low rate motorboat 0.179

High rate motorboat 0.019

Low rate white noise 0.33

High rate white noise 0.002

Low rate fish 0.503

High rate fish 0.023
fronti
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behavioral response of stop walking for few seconds (2-3) when

hearing the stimulus started and, immediately after, restoring the

locomotion behavior. In its natural habitat, this species walks around

the burrows showing a fast-running behavior to them in the presence

of risk (del Valle Fathala and Maldonado, 2011). Thus, the potential

alert behavior elicited immediately after hearing the predator sound

would favor the fast response to return and hide in the burrow

allowing survival against risk rather than causing a distraction

(Snitman et al., 2022). Likewise, an alert behavior was previously

described in the lobster Palinurus elephas in the presence of a

predator (Buscaino et al., 2011).
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The results above discussed that show different behavioral

responses depending on the sound stimuli (considering their diverse

band frequency ranges) are novel and interesting given that support the

idea about crabs may be discerning diverse sound sources. Behavioral

experiments demonstrating how animal react are useful to assess their

hearing capability (Popper and Hawkins, 2021). In this sense, it is

important to consider that the experiment was conducted in a tank,

thus, conditions such as environmental variables were completely

controlled which is important given the high variability of the natural

habitat of the crab (coastal lagoon). However, it also may be highlighted

that the sound properties of acoustic stimuli can get modified by the
FIGURE 4

Results of the “test phase” showing the duration (sec) of the behavioral variables quantified: still position, maternal care (flapping + probing), and flapping,
for each stimuli and patterns of emission (low rate motorboat, high rate motorboat, low rate white noise, high rate white noise, low rate fish, high rate
fish) and the control without sound. High rate temporal emission patterns of the stimuli are represented with grey color, low rate temporal emission
patterns of the stimuli with pink color and the control with white color. GLM, significant results: *** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05. The asterisks
represent the posthoc comparisons between the control and each treatment for the three behavioral variables.
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surrounding environment (reflexions of the tank), thus, implying

differences in tanks sound propagation compared to habitat sound

propagation (Akamatsu et al., 2002). Besides, it was highly reported that

crustaceans might only detect the particle motion component of the

sound because the lacking of gas-filled organs inside the exoskeleton

(Popper et al., 2001; but see Radford et al., 2022). A limitation of the

present study was the lack of measurements of the particle motion

sound component. To obtain results that are more representative of

what occurs in nature and taking into account the fact that the

description of the pressure variation alone is not exhaustive when

studying the reactions to sound stimuli in crustaceans, future studies

should be conducted in nature (or in bigger tanks) and with systems

able to characterize also the particles motion.

Regarding the different temporal sequences of the sound stimuli

emission pattern used in the present study, low and high rate, significant

differences were found between patterns: the high rate ones showed an

effect on the behavioral variables. In the Mar Chiquita coastal lagoon,

both emission patterns are commonly represented by motorboat

passages and fish choruses, mainly the high rate ones in the lagoon

mouth, during the warmer months (spring and summer) (Ceraulo et al.,

2020). Thus, the results found, demonstrate the importance of the

potential effects of the high rate emission pattern of sound on this

crabs species in its natural habitat. Similarly, a previous study conducted

on a marine fish with parental care found that only a continuous noise

(high rate temporal pattern) negatively affected nest inspection and

spawning compared to the intermittent (low rate temporal pattern)

treatment, thus, affecting reproductive success and offspring fitness

(Blom et al., 2019). Also in a reef fish, it was demonstrated that

motorboats affected parental behavior and offspring survival under a

long-term exposure study (Nedelec et al., 2017).

Considering the effects of the diverse stimuli, all high rate patterns

affected the maternal care quantified as probing + flapping, and the

flapping behavior. Thus, flapping was the greatest behavior affected by

the different stimuli. The flapping is the most frequent maternal care

behavior displayed in this species (Silva et al., 2007), and the greatest

related to oxygen provision to the embryo mass (Fernández et al.,

2000). Consequently, this result may indicate a potential negative

effect on the eggs oxygen supply. Mating behavior and maternal care,

proxies for reproductive success, are behavioral traits conforming to

important components of an individual’s fitness given that reflect the

survival capacity (Andersson, 1994). As well demonstrated in

previous studies, brooding care in marine decapods is directly

associated with the oxygen supply to the embryo mass (see Baeza

and Fernández, 2002). Although we did not conduct a long-term

study to evaluate costs on offspring, the negative effect of sound

sources on the frequency of the maternal behaviors displayed may

imply a reduction in oxygen supply, potentially affecting embryonic

development, and consequently, offspring survival. Estuaries are

changeable and vulnerable environments, characterized by high

fluctuations in chemical and physical parameters, such as salinity,

temperature and dissolved oxygen (Viaroli et al., 2007). The effects of

salinity on embryonic development were previously reported in N.

granulata through in vitro experiments (Bas and Spivak, 2000). The

laboratory experiments performed in the present study contained

oxygen-saturated seawater. However, given the variable conditions of

the Mar Chiquita coastal lagoon estuary, e.g. dissolved oxygen (Luppi

et al., 2013), the effect of sound on maternal behavior, and the
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potential consequent reduction in the oxygen supply, might be

considered since it could add negative effects to the natural low

dissolved oxygen concentrations of the habitat, impairing embryonic

development. It was demonstrated that oxygen limitation retarded the

development of inner embryos in gastropods (Cohen and

Strathmann, 1996), and increased the risk of egg predation in a fish

with parental care (Olsson et al., 2016). Specifically on aquatic

invertebrates, the adverse impacts of hypoxia were widely assessed

(reviewed by Galic et al., 2019). The physiological constraint of

oxygen provision in marine invertebrates may have important

ecological and evolutionary consequences at the population level

(Baeza and Fernández, 2002). Future long-term studies conducted

in N. granulata testing the effect of sound throughout the embryonic

development and assessing direct traits associated to brood survival

(e.g. number of hatched larvae, larvae weight and size, etc.) would

help to better understand the effect of sound on offspring fitness and,

consequently, the potential effects at a population level.

In this context, it is important to highlight that, although some

studies evaluated the effects of anthropogenic sounds on invertebrates

(e.g. Morley et al., 2018; Solé et al., 2018), very few have focused on the

impacts of noise on marine ecosystem services considering how affects

species that mediate ecosystem functioning (for an exception see Solan

et al., 2016). The responses of marine invertebrates to anthropogenic

noise are still little known, hindering the understanding of ecosystem

impacts and the development of mitigation plans (Wale et al., 2019). In

this sense, the present study contributes to a great extent to the

knowledge of the anthropogenic sound effect on an ecosystem

engineering key crab species in a coastal lagoon that provides

important ecosystem services. Besides, the results demonstrating no

negative effects on behavior of the low rate anthropogenic stimuli may

suggest potential mitigation actions such as the reduction of the noise

emission pattern rate. Thus, the present study provides important data

to be used in the development of management plans and sustainable

use in the Mar Chiquita coastal lagoon.
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